
First tough week

Last week was probably the first tough week since the ETFs launched. We experienced net selling.

Some critical factors appear to be the end of the approaching quarter, which will cause some balance sheet
shuffling but also the settlement of the Genesis bankruptcy. Overall, $0.8 billion in net selling in the week to
March 22nd, mostly driven by $1.8 billion from Grayscale (meaning the other ETFs had net inflows). The scale of
the Grayscale selling is extraordinary; when the ETFs launched they held 620,000 bitcoin; that is now 350,000,
all of which has been mopped up by the ETFs.

The whole process is working smoothly. Months of up are fine, but we did need to see what happens when there
is selling and now we have. Is it liquid? Yes it is. Is the market robust? Yes it is.

Looking forward, the Genesis bankruptcy has a bit to run so there will be more coins sloshing around, but it is
clear that money continues to flow into BlackRock and Fidelity which continued to have net positive weeks.

There are other overhangs too, including the Mount Gox bankruptcy coins (you can track them here), the Silk
Road coins; all of them will get mopped up in the end, probably by BlackRock who have yet to have a negative
flow day.

It’s encouraging that some of the oldest issues in bitcoin are now being dealt with. Craig Wright two weeks ago
(can’t overemphasise how damaging that one was). Genesis last week. Mount Gox will come too (that’s the big
one in my opinion). The old issues will be gone and by the time they are we will be down to 3.25 bitcoins per
block.

Long term

Long term is a thing. If you Google long-term investing, the search is replete with Warren Buffett quotes and
investment firms explaining how they take a ‘long term view’. Magellan, for example, devotes an entire webpage
to explaining what they mean by long term. Suffice to say, I consider their long term, rather short term.

I couldn’t find any examples in my search of a simple analysis like this; long term is the birth rate. How many
people will there be? It must surely be a proxy for how much innovation there might be and also can the country
involved pay their debts because if the population is declining they most likely cannot.

https://www.cryptoground.com/mtgox-cold-wallet-monitor/
https://www.listedreserve.com/fraud/
https://www.magellangroup.com.au/insights/magellan-explains-long-term-investing/


In the developed world; China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, and Southern Europe all look deeply
challenged. Any birth rate under 1.5 is a collapsing population; the population roughly halves in three
generations. At Taiwan’s birth rate, the population halves in two generations.

Clearly there is more to it; on identifying higher growth countries you would still look to the capital base to see if
they can actually leverage the growing population. Many of the top performers in the table have limited capital
bases; it would be hard to go all in on the Democratic Republic of Congo on population alone.

What does it mean? I think many more machines, much more software, and a giant monetisation of debt in
Europe, Japan, and South Korea. The fiat money system works well in a rising population. In essence you can
print 5-8% more money each year through government borrowing and mask the effect with a rising population. If
the population grows at 4% it’s enough for people not to notice the net effect.

As soon as the population starts declining, it becomes very obvious that something is wrong and the system
starts to creak.

So, for what it’s worth, my long term is: I wouldn’t buy bonds because there are so many of them and so many
more coming with no obvious buyer other than central banks (Japan is proof). I am less excited about property
than most people too because it is so heavily tax advantaged (at least in Australia) and milking a monetary
premium that it might lose. On the more interesting side; machines, robotics, software, aged care, anything
health and longevity related look solid bets ... at least “long term” anyway.

New Daily

I’m not a regular reader of the New Daily so I was interested to learn it is owned and funded by some of
Australia’s largest super funds. I don’t suppose there is any issue with that, although it was not obviously
disclosed anywhere on their website.

They have been covering bitcoin for a long time, a decade in fact. Here’s an extract from their article covering
the collapse of Japanese exchange Mt Gox all the way back in 2014.

It is striking that across that decade no major Australian super fund has invested in bitcoin as part of their
portfolio. For all sorts of reasons, not least the lack of regulated products (at least until this year).

I had thought that perhaps there will be a change of mind now, or some small allocation might be allowed, but
maybe not. Bitcoin seems simply to infuriate anyone involved in the professional super fund industry.

An from Alan Kohler takes a different approach calling bitcoin ‘not a ponzi but an insurrection’. I can’t really tell if
it is intended to be critical or explanatory but to me it reads (unintentionally) like a fantastic advert for bitcoin.

At some point, super funds will have to do what their clients actually want rather than what they think they want.
So far, they have protected their clients from order of magnitude gains and instead put their money into
commercial real estate and government bonds.

Lots of you work at these places. There will be a big advantage to being the first mover here, but it is not without
risk. If you do it and bitcoin suddenly drops, you will likely get fired because bitcoin is liquid and actually has a
market price and everyone will immediately price your failure and celebrate on your professional grave.

On the other hand if you invest client funds in commercial real estate; you can have 50% vacancy and not take a
loss because “future tenants and dodgy excel spreadsheet says no write-down”.

You can guess then what choice the average investment manager makes.

https://www.thenewdaily.com.au/finance/2024/03/06/alan-kohler-bitcoin-insurrection


Checking on green bonds

That was 2014. Stockland had issued Australia’s first Green Bond to great fanfare. With a 1.5% coupon it was
oversubscribed and investors were able to tie up their capital for seven years. You didn’t invest in it, I didn’t
invest in it, but I bet everyone’s super fund manager did. Because … “green”.

It seems insane now and I have little to add to the green bond story other than if an investment is to be restricted
into certain categories, like green only; then surely the return should reflect that.

The government too is in on the Green Bond idea, releasing their framework in 2023. The first issue of
Australia’s Sovereign Green Bonds should be coming up in the next few months. In essence the bonds will be
tagged green and that money will be specifically used for green projects. Quite honestly though, how would
anyone know? The Australian government has a bank account like everyone else. If you send them a dollar then
it might get spent on a solar panel but it equally might get spent on weapons.

I’m interested to see the coupon on these bonds and the marketing material behind them. To me, the coupon
should be materially higher and there should be some other net benefit to the investor, like free tofu for a month
or something.

In the end, it's marketing. Category-specific government bonds are in my mind a complete nonsense, a con. It’s
a nice way to part with your money and feel good though so I expect they will be oversubscribed.

Euro-Trash

Big Phil (Chief ECB Economist) did some more slides this week. He had a starring role during his talk ‘Inflation
and Monetary Policy’, at the Aix-Marseille School of Economics explaining to students how inflation was
everyone else's fault.

Sources of inflation. You will notice that none of the sources are the ECB or money printing or huge increases in
government debt (which is in fact, money printing).

“Shortages”, “energy”, and “Ukraine” … nowhere does it mention the trillions of Euros that just dropped from the
sky and continue to.

When I did economics, we were taught “Inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon”. There are
28 detailed slides here from the ECB that must have taken hours and hours to produce and yet, total mentions of
the word money … zero.

How you give a talk on inflation and monetary policy and never once mention the money supply is beyond me.

It’s a den of thieves.

https://treasury.gov.au/policy-topics/banking-and-finance/green-bond-program
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/date/2024/html/ecb.sp240322~8bfcb6a590.en.pdf?eb3ceb3061629e84e2866bdccbd77ef4

